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A continuing conversation:
Students voice concerns
about
By pAUL GOUDARZi-fRY

diversity

I

By ROss DOHRMAnn

n Puget Sound’s effort for increasing diversity, student medias and campus
publications alike have been the vehicle lately for the ongoing discussions that
help to define what diversity means on this college campus.
From conversations about homophobia and exclusivity in Greek Life to innovative interdisciplinary courses such as the current Queer Cultures class, both
Puget Sound’s students and faculty are ready and willing to create and participate
in productive dialogues to facilitate diversity. Mariana Molina has written a letter
addressed to the faculty and administration at Puget Sound, published on March
14 in The Trail and Wetlands Magazine, in which she explains why she believes
the University is unprepared to support a diverse student body.
“The university lacks a support system for students of color. This is lacking both
within the student body, but most importantly it is lacking within the faculty,”
Molina wrote.
Molina explained in her letter that she was brought to the United States by her
parents in such a way as to make her an “undocumented” citizen. This status severely limited her access to a multitude of activities, including getting a license
or boarding an airplane. “Alienation is not a new sentiment in my life, but I have
managed. I’ve learned to create a sense of community for myself. Never, however, have I felt as isolated as I have during my time at Puget Sound,” Molina wrote.
In her letter, Molina explained the responsibility that she feels as a student of
color to explain privilege and racial issues, but without participation or support
from faculty and students.
“There is resistance to conversations of race/ethnicity, privilege, and power. Often times, we do not engage with these topics due to the discomfort of the majority. In doing so, we are silencing the already isolated and alienated voices on
campus,” Molina wrote.
She brought up how the topic of race silenced discussion, and how faculty members told her that it was her job to speak up during that silence. In Molina’s words,
her professors implied that by speaking for her, they could be taking away her
agency.
“What [the faculty] fail[s] to understand—beside the fact that the use of these
terms are OUR problem and not just my own—is that on this campus, I’ve never felt safe speaking up,” Molina wrote. “Speaking up results in feeling alienated.”
A similar message was shared by alumna Sandra Rosa Bryant in the Aug. 2012
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State Senate passes bill to seal juvenile records
By JAKE KRiTZER
The Washington State Senate has
recently passed a bill that will seal
most juvenile records from employers. House Bill 1651 will essentially hide the criminal records
of past offenders once they turn 18
years old. If this bill is approved by
the House and signed by the governor, it will become law.
This bill is intended to prevent
crimes people made as teenagers
from following them into adulthood.
“I think that many juvenile
crimes should not be taken into
account for the rest of their adult

lives. However, it’s not a simple
question,” freshman Sam McCrory said.
“When you look at the matter of
sexual assault, assault and grand
theft, who’s to say whether or not
it’s relevant in their adult lives?”
Career and Employment Services (CES) is confident that they can
assist any student on an individual
basis, regardless of the impact the
new bill may have.
“We’re not inclined to opine
about the potential impact since
this is not our area of expertise. It’s
not a topic that comes up very often,” CES Communications Coordinator Kris Hay said.

“However, we are experts in advising students about their individualized career exploration, and
job/internship searches.”
CES Associate Director Alana
Hentges shared additional information for current job applicants
who may be in a similar situation.
“Each situation is unique and it
is difficult to provide a universal
answer for any candidate with a
juvenile record. I encourage candidates to be transparent. People
make mistakes,” Hentges said.
“What’s important is to recognize your mistake, take responsibility, and demonstrate how you
have learned and grown as a result.

ASUPS
endorses
KNOW
requirement for
underclassmen

If you have a similar circumstance,
it can be helpful to speak with a
career advisor about the best approach for your situation.”
Previously Washington, along
with two other states, not only left
records unsealed, but sold them.
If this bill becomes a law, it
would seal all juvenile records except those containing type A felonies such as murder, rape, arson
and kidnapping.
The entire criminal sentence
must be completed before records
are sealed.
“Well, there are two sides of a
SEE BILL PAGE 2

Members of the ASUPS Student
Senate have officially endorsed the
University’s Knowledge, Identity, and Power (KNOW) proposal.
Earlier this month, members of the
ASUPS Senate voted on whether or
not to endorse the proposal which,
if passed, would create classes designed to encourage discussion
about power and identity struggles within different cultures from
around the world. Students would
take one or two KNOW classes in
their fi rst and second years as another requirement for graduation.
On March 25, faculty members
voted on whether or not to pass
the proposal and begin designing
classes.
If KNOW is passed, the curriculum would need time to develop, and would not be implemented immediately. “If passed, the
requirement would not go into effect until Fall 2015, at the earliest,”
Chair of the Committee on Diversity professor Amy Ryken said.
The curriculum would be gradually developed over the next three
to four years, with the expectation
that it would be complete by 2018.
Despite the majority support
from the ASUPS Senate, there
were concerns from both supporters and opposition concerning KNOW. For example, passing
the proposal would mean that students would have to add another
core class to the already heft y list
of graduation requirements. Currently, the University has eight
core requirements for graduation.
Adding one or two classes under
the KNOW requirement would increase the overall core curriculum
to nine or 10 classes.
Another concern among the
Senate is the pressure of trying
to encourage the growth of understanding diversity on campus.
Awareness of diversity issues has
been a pressing concern within the
campus population for a number
of years.
Some members of the senate are
skeptical as to whether the requirement would be the best educational framework to help introduce the issues. Still, the need to
increase the understanding of diversity on campus has been the
driving force behind the Senate’s
endorsement.
SEE KNOW PAGE 2
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Pacific Rim students prepare for descent to Asia
By AsHLEY MALin
In five months, PAC Rim students
will be off on a nine month, life
changing experience across Asia
after two years of preparation. This
program, unique to the University of Puget Sound, offers students
the opportunity to explore multiple
Asian countries.
Starting at the end of August,
these students, accompanied by
faculty, will travel to South Korea, Mongolia, China, Japan, India,
Vietnam, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia and Taiwan.
During their time abroad, each
student will conduct an independent research project in a chosen
country. Afterward the students
will present their projects for each
other in Indonesia. According to
the University website, their time
abroad will revolve around learning
“both inside classroom walls and in
the various cultural settings.”
PAC Rim involves a long preparation process that requires the students to take classes relating to the
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program two years preceding the
trip. All of these classes are in the
Asian Studies department and aim
to prepare the students culturally
and academically for the demands
of PAC Rim. The program fosters
a strong sense of community, also
known as the PAC Rim family.
“Asian Studies is my passion,”
sophomore Elise Hooker said. “I
wanted to go to Japan since I was
in fifth grade. I love the culture and
the food. I’ve heard from previous
PAC Rimmers that Mongolia has
an endless sky and it just seems like
another world.
There will be more outdoor experiences. It will be an awesome part
of my resume, make me more independent, and I’ll be more integrated internationally. I’m in it for the
experience.”
“Asia has been my regional focus
for the past two years,” sophomore
Jordan Yamashita said.“I’m really
excited to go to Southeast Asia. It’s
really different because of its economic development and cultural
differences. I’m nervous about the

types of food we’re going to be eating, but I’m really anticipating going to Mongolia. From what I understand, it’s going to be a mixture
of homestays, hostels, and I believe
we’re staying in a monastery at one
point.”
The PAC Rim faculty has a wide
variety of connections within the
Asian countries, from the host
families to the monasteries that the
students visit. Puget Sound faculty
temporarily join the trip to teach
courses in chosen countries. The
2012 PAC Rim group even had the
rare chance to meet the Dalai Lama
in person.
“I absolutely love PAC Rimmers,”
Ian Craighead said.
“I think it’s a phenomenal group
of people from a variety of backgrounds and I have a blast every
meeting we have and I just leave
feeling really elated. I think a great
element of the trip is the bonds that
are made and I think maybe 30
years down the road that’s something I will look at and appreciate. It’s open to any major and I do

firmly believe that it will change my
life in some regard. It may also influence my career path as well.”
“I’m going to be working in Indonesia and I’m going to be studying languages, something along the
lines of linguistic anthropology. I
put such a big emphasis on learning languages,” Craighead said.
“I’m interested in looking at gardens and the portrayal of paradise
in different cultures,” sophomore
Gianna Olsen said. “That’s why I
love art history too because it’s so
interdisciplinary. You can study
Asian art here, but there you can
see it in physical relation to yourself.”
PAC Rim brings together a group
of students who have a passion
for travel, learning, adventure and
growing as global citizens. The program opens doors for students of
all majors to explore their passions
within many Asian countries. It is
an opportunity like no other.
“I applied on a whim and I feel
like that was the right decision,” Olsen said. “I’m totally stoked!”

coin. With records sealed, a rehabilitating youth can then re-enter
society without the bias and stigma of a criminal record,” freshman Adam Hayashigawa said.
“But on the other hand, this makes
employers and their business susceptible to becoming a victim of a
repeat criminal offender.”
Currently, all juvenile records
are available for the public to see.
If the individual is eligible, they
may then ask a court to seal them.
If this bill is signed into law, offenders will no longer have to appear in court or hire a lawyer in
order to seal their records.
“While [this bill] is beneficial for
those juveniles wanting to reintegrate into society, I feel that employers should know exactly who
they’re hiring…not every offender is going to have made that 180
in their character,” freshman Angie Calderon said. “But for those
that have made those changes in
their lives, this bill sounds pretty
darn tootin’.”

tion became another barrier for students at Puget Sound.
“I do not doubt that the time will
come when I too will miss the University of Puget Sound, but I do not
know when that time will come and
I do not know what it is about the
university that will be strong enough
to turn my reminiscing and musing
into longing,” Bryant wrote.
“I am leaving UPS angry and disappointed,” Molina wrote.
“As things stand now, I will not recommend this university to other undocumented students or students of
color. What I have written here is
only my own experience but certain
aspects of my letter have resonated
and continue to resonate with other
students.”
In moving ahead in creating a diverse campus, Molina encouraged a
diverse faculty, where professors are
able and willing to engage students
in topics that may be uncomfortable.
While Puget Sound professes to encourage diversity, it is evident that
there is disagreement within the student body. Faculty and students of
color must reach a middle ground
where conversation can be reached
with both parties engaged and active.
While diversity can sometimes
seem like an overused buzzword,
the members of the Puget sound
community are committed to discovering and defining what exactly
makes our campus the unique and
tolerant place that it is.

KNOW

Greek community have given the
proposal the thumbs-up, receiving
a letter of endorsement on behalf
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
According to the proposal rubric, KNOW would not become effective until the fall of 2015, with
nine classes available; although,
that figure is expected to increase
to 34 by 2018 in order to accommodate a one-class overlay.
The support from both the student and faculty bodies shows a
passion to actualize this proposal
and get students thinking deeply and critically about diversity,
identity and power.
Though the current student body
would not have the benefit of sam-

pling these classes, future fi rst and
second year students can look forward to stepping outside of their
educational comfort zones to take
a new approach to understanding.
With the endorsement from the
Student Senate, the KNOW proposal appears to be on the right
track towards becoming a reality. Faculty will have the fi nal say,
but if the University wishes to
further students’ understanding
and awareness of a subject which
has been accused of not receiving
enough merit, the KNOW proposal is a promising stepping stone.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“Given the issues we’ve seen
from collected data by the university’s Campus Climate Survey, many individuals from many
cultural and social groups felt as
though they didn’t have a voice on
campus,” an ASUPS representative, who wished to remain anonymous, said.
KNOW has gained popularity
from different groups within the
university, receiving endorsement
from not only the Student Senate,
but also the Faculty Senate and,
earlier this year, the Committee
on Diversity. Even members of the

The Weekly Log

“I’d like to see more diversity
of all types: economic diversity, racial, gender, sexuality,
that’s a big thing.”
–Daniel Salas

“What do you think could be improved in the campus?”

“More spirit for athletics
and participation.”
–Heather Dappen

“I feel like the departments are kind
of segmented so if there’s like a certain
way I guess clubs could integrate people
more together rather than being so divided by the department.” –Laura Lang
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“When asked about my time here,
I can never hitch on that broad smile
that so many of my peers wear and
make proclamations about how
wonderful life was,” Bryant said.
“I did not enjoy the hypervisibility,
the feelings of being an outcast, and
the expectations of my peers for me
to break down and explain to them
ideas about privilege, prejudice, and,
essentially, how it feels to be black in
America.”
In both letters, Bryant and Molina express the same issue: students
of color are constantly expected by
their peers to explain their experience without support from other students and faculty.
Both articles convey the burden
that students have to carry by being
in such a position, and how that burden affected them personally.
“As a product of faculty not being
willing to advocate on behalf of students during these moments, the
burden then falls onto the student.
And let me tell you, the burden is
enormous,” Molina wrote.
“We did not come here to teach; we
came here to learn,” Bryant wrote.
Bryant also wrote about other experiences shared by students of color, and how the responsibilities that
came with having to teach left them
exhausted. The isolation brought
about by being placed in that posi-
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seCuriTy rePorT
The following is a summary of incidents occurring on campus - or
the campus border - and reported
to Security Services between March
11, 2014 and March 24, 2014:
·
Security and Residence Life
staff responded to 4 complaints of
suspected marijuana use in campus
housing.
·
Security and Residence Life
staff responded to 1 incident of underage consumption of alcohol in

campus housing.
·
There were 2 acts of public vandalism reported to Security.
Both incidents involved drawings
in the stairwell on the North side of
the Music Building.

residence. She said she locked her
bike with a U-bolt and cable lock.
Crime Prevention Tips:

·
Facilities reported the attempted theft of a copper downspout at Commencement Hall.

·
The use of “U-Bolt” style
locks to security bicycles is highly
recommended. Remember to secure bicycles through the frame.
Secure your bike in your room if
you will be aware for Spring Break.

·
A student reported her bicycle was stolen from her Union Ave.

·
Do not leave valuables in your
vehicle – especially in plain view.

The PuGeT sound Trail

·
Always secure your room or
office area when unattended. Take
valuables (laptop computers, expensive items) home with you for
the break.
·
Take advantage of the Security Safety Escort Services by calling
253.879.3311. This service is available 24/7.
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Why rejection is definitely a long-term success
By GRACE WITHERELL
As an underclassman, finding a
job was the last thing on my mind.
I knew I had plenty of time to enjoy the newfound freedom attending college gave me from my family
and from having to work a full-time
job.
With no intention of going to
grad school, I assumed I would find
a job right out of college but never
put much thought into how this job
would come about.
As an up-and-coming senior,
however, I am coming to realize that
the search for a job is much more
difficult than I anticipated.
Finding, writing and sending out
applications is a tedious and often time-consuming process, while
waiting for an employer’s response
is even worse.

Of course, getting a job is not
easy, but there is a point where rejection is inevitable.
One can even get to the point
where being rejected is a welcome
release after waiting for so long.
In the midst of the job application
process, it is easy to take the rejection personally and limit our vision.
The higher the risk, the higher
the chance of getting rejected, and
because of this people allow amazing opportunities to pass them by
in fear of potential rejection and the
feelings that accompany that failure.
This means that those fresh out of
undergrad are applying for jobs they
are overqualified for, and therefore
fear rejection even more.
What hope is there if one can’t
even land a job that they are overqualified for?
This fear of rejection, coupled

with the fact that most post-graduates consider themselves lucky
to even be offered a job, mean that
when someone is offered a job, no
matter their overabundance of qualifications, they will accept it.
In this system, rejection isn’t simply the termination of one possible
route, but the loss of the last chance
they had. In this system, any job is
better than no job.
Rejection is something that can
either diminish someone and make
them doubt themselves, or strengthen someone by helping them move
on and pursue other opportunities.
It is important to treat each rejection like a learning opportunity, and
to realize that failures and successes
go hand in hand.
Strength is something that comes
from adversity, and the more someone can stand up after a rejection

the better off they will be.
“Rejection is a part of life, and it’s
a really good learning experience,”
junior Beth Onaga said.
“It gives you a chance to grow as a
person. For instance, in a job interview if you don’t get the job then it
gives you a chance to see what you
need to work on to attain a job similar to that.”
It is easy to trap oneself into
thinking that one aren’t getting a
job simply because one isn’t good
enough, but often times the most
successful people are those who attribute their successes, at least in
part, to their failures.
Comparing oneself to successful people, however, is a dangerous
habit, and contributes to the sense
of hopelessness that can overwhelm
new job candidates.
“Yes, you should be comparing

yourself to things [qualities] that
employers are looking for [in a model candidate]; but no, you shouldn’t
feel poorly or defeated about it if
you don’t get the job,” Onaga said.
“That rejection just means you
have something more to strive for”.
By taking your defeats and using
them to hone your abilities, you can
learn to overcome any feelings of
failure and worry.
Rejection is something that you
will have to get used to, and it is always better to practice being rejected than to never apply for anything
out of fear. Showing up is half the
battle, and as the old saying goes,
“one when door closes, another one
opens.”
Remember to embrace your skills
and talents, and understand that by
having attended college, you are already more qualified than you think.

Sleeping more will keep you more alive, awake and cute
By BECCA DUNCAN
At 7 a.m. every weekday morning, an hour before the first classes of
the day begin, a gloom descends over
campus.
Hundreds of students awake to
a brutal alarm clock they may have
set only a few hours before and drag
themselves out of bed, barely conscious, in need of coffee, hoping to regain sentience in time for the lecture.
Thompson and Wyatt echo with
the sounds of tired people dragging
their feet up interminable flights of
stairs.
“Not sleeping gives me migraines
in the morning, and then I get twitchy
because I have to drink too much caffeine,” sophomore Grace Best said.
Sleep deprivation is an epidemic
among college-age individuals. Ac-

cording to the Journal of Adolescent
Health, 20 percent of students pull allnighters at least once a month, and
35 percent are up until at least 3 a.m.
once a week; those students frequently miss class and, if they make it, more
often than not they fall asleep in class.
These facts make perfect sense, given the overloaded schedule of students, but it is also a surprisingly dangerous tendency.
A lack of sleep has been associated
with a lower GPA, difficulty concentrating, and weight gain—not to mention mental health issues and cardiovascular problems later in life.
“I probably get around four hours
of sleep a night because of my workload,” senior Nathan Smith-Tripp
said.
“It’s definitely way under the recommended hours and it’s not enough.”

Some students may think of sleep
as a waste of time; why spend eight
hours inert in bed when you could be
studying, working or fitting in the rare
social opportunity?
On the contrary, however, sleep is
when the brain does some of its most
important work.
A study at Harvard University showed that sleep is when shortterm memories are consolidated and
turned into long-term memories;
memories for processes like riding a
bike or adjusting a microscope correctly are stored during sleep as well.
That means that even after a long
night of studying, if you do not get
an adequate night’s sleep, you will be
even less likely to remember what you
studied and thus less likely to do well
on an exam.
There is a certain point where sac-

rificing your sleep for studying is just
counterproductive, and you will just
end up doing worse on the test in the
end.
“Over the course of the day is when
you start getting really tired because
you’ve been up so late doing homework,” freshman Matt Feldman said.
“The hardest thing is not so much
staying asleep or getting to sleep. The
real battle is once you’re awake, staying awake.”
It’s not realistic to expect anyone to
quit activities to free up their schedule for some quality shut-eye, nor will
college schoolwork ever become less
time-consuming.
However, if the earliest classes were
moved to 10 a.m., most students who
go to bed at 1:00 or 2:00 in the morning could grab at least a few extra of
those required hours, meaning they

could concentrate more in class and
give their professors the attention they
deserve.
“I’m a big proponent for classes
starting late,” Feldman said.
“The average college student
doesn’t go to bed until midnight or
later, so by that math, people are getting up really early for early classes.
On most nights, I don’t go to bed until
one in the morning, and it would just
be such a big help to go to class later.”
College is all about learning balance and healthy behaviors, and it’s
time that everybody remembers that
people do, in fact, need sleep.
Plus, when you don’t sleep, “you get
really big bags under your eyes and
you don’t look as cute,” Best said.
For the sake of looking cute, students, get some sleep.

Spring housing lottery
disappoints students
By ANGELICA SPEARWOMAN
On Saturday March 8, freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors participated in Puget Sound’s housing lottery.
The procedure went as follows:
“All current on-campus students
will receive a random lottery number based on class priority. Each assigned lottery number will come a
scheduled time between 11 a.m. and
5 p.m. when each number will be
called. Students will check-in at the
Murray Board Room in Wheelock.
When it is time for your number’s
group to sign up for housing, you will
be ushered in to the Rotunda where
stations for all of the various housing
options will be available and students
can pick any space that is open.”
Overall, the atmosphere was
stressful.
The two-year housing requirement
made it very hard for students to get
their first or even second choice of
residence. Many students were very
concerned that they would not be
able to live with their friends.
The housing lottery favors upperclassmen even though they are not
required to live on campus. Freshmen and sophomores, however, are
required to live on campus. Therefore, they should be given top priority.
“Sophomores should really have
first choice for on campus living because we have to live on campus, we
are not choosing to,” freshman Kelsee
Levey said.
“Those upperclassmen that are
choosing to should get last choice
or maybe first pick with houses. The

way things are working sucks. I know
a lot of people that ended up unsatisfied with their living situations. It’s
not something you want to rely on
luck for.”
“I felt like the whole thing was
very unorganized,” freshman Nichole Hine said.
“They had all of us crowd into this
space and they didn’t explain anything to us.”
In regards to class ranking, Hine
believes that “it is unfair that freshman get the last pick of houses because we are required to live on
campus next year, sophomores and
juniors are not. I think it is not okay
that we get stuck with the least desirable housing situations.”
“The housing lottery was extremely stressful and poorly organized,”
Levey said.
“No one really understood what
was going on and we were all trapped
in a small room waiting for our
groups to be called. There has to be a
better, fairer way for all of this to happen. I wasn’t disappointed with how
everything turned out, but I wasn’t
satisfied.”
The whole housing process was
unnecessarily stressful and angered a
lot of students at Puget Sound.
While it is understandable that
meeting the housing needs and expectations of so many students is
very difficult to maneuver, there has
to be a better way to make the process less overwhelming and disappointing.
Students who are required to live
on campus should have first pick and
students who are not required to, but
want to, should get to pick after that.

CARTOON COURTESY/BRIT SANDUSKY

Want your opinion to be heard?

If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit
our website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us.
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l e T T e r To
T h e e di Tor
This Letter to the Editor is in response to C.J. Quierolo’s letter in the
March 7 issue of The Trail.
Dear C.J.,
I have read not only your article
in the Fall issue of Wetlands but also
your March 7th “Letter to the Editor,”
in which you claim that “Greek Life
is inherently heteronormative, exclusionary, elitist, secretive and that
many queers on this campus feel unsafe around members of Greek Life.”
As a queer, “gender non-conforming,” member of Greek Life, I have a
number of objections to your claims.
First of all, of course it is impossible to overlook the hetero- and cisnormative history of Greek organizations. However, considering that the
vast majority of sororities and fraternities were founded prior even to the
founding of this university—and almost a century before the incorrect
notion of the gender binary was challenged— such hetero- and cisnormativity is more a result of the age of
these organizations than their “inherent” nature.
Indeed, as Becca Duncan claimed
in her article, I don’t think it’s the case
that Greek houses on this campus are
heterosexist. I say “Greek houses on
this campus” not because I believe our
houses to be innately “special” but because, unlike you, I refuse to speak in
such broad generalizations regarding
the greater Greek and queer communities. I do know firsthand, however,
that the chapter of my sorority on this
campus is far different from chapters on others in both its composition
and attitude. When my sisters use the
term “date to formal” instead of “boyfriend,” when they compliment me
on my suit, when they say “hi” to my
girlfriend in the SUB, I feel not just
“included” but welcome. They don’t
do these things because of your article, but because they love me as a sister and, therefore, strive to make me
feel comfortable, happy, and loved.
You claim, “sexual orientation
and gender identity are by definition playing a role in the [recruitment] process,” and I agree that they
do. However, I would argue that the
role they play isn’t one-sided. The
greatest challenge I faced in choosing to go through recruitment wasn’t
fear of others’ homophobia or misinterpretation of my gender identity/expression, but rather my internalized homophobia and, therefore,
false anticipation of negative reactions. That anticipation, that fear was

due, largely in part, to people like you,
C.J., and I can only conjecture as to
how many queer students opted not
to go through recruitment this year
because of your article— how many
queer students missed out on the opportunity I had to find a community
based upon common goals and values. Furthermore, because queer students, fearful of the “Greek system,”
don’t go through recruitment, they
can’t help the system change to be
more inclusive.
Instead, Puget Sound’s Greek community works and continues to work
on being more inclusive— not only
to the LGBTQIA community but
also to other minorities who may
feel excluded from our organizations.
Puget Sound’s Panhellenic and Interfraternity Councils have met to discuss ways to be more inclusive, and
a number of individual Greek houses have held chapters discussing the
issue as well. These conversations are
not the “putting a rainbow lapel pin
next to your Greek letters” of which
you write, but rather challenging,
heartfelt conversations on how to
make all our brothers and sisters feel
not just “safe” but loved, welcome,
and home.
Finally, I find it regrettable that
you, speaking on behalf of “some of
us queers,” feel “we won’t be having
a good faith dialogue” because, from
what I have seen, the Greek community is more than happy to have
a good-faith dialogue. The fact that
you, as the Editor-in-Chief of Wetlands wrote such a polemical article
without publishing a dissenting opinion is, in my opinion, simply poor
journalism and an abuse of your position as a gatekeeper to the dissemination of information on this campus. Furthermore, it is exactly the
opposite of dialogue. It’s monologue
and, more specifically, your monologue, speaking on behalf of a diverse
and multifaceted community— one
of which I am also part.
C.J., when you speak for me, you
silence me. When you create dichotomy, you end dialogue. Instead of hiding behind sweeping generalizations
and divisive polemic, join a conversation that IFC, Panhell, Q&A, Beyond
and more ought to have. Your “us”
versus “them” diatribes can only go
so far. Let’s work together to bring the
two communities I hold so dear closer in kindness and understanding.
Yours,
Emma

The Puget Sound Trail
trailops@pugetsound.edu

Puget Sound athletes under
appreciated and unsupported

Non-traditional sports need funding too

PHOTO COURTESY/LUC SOKOLSKY

Ultimate: Ultimate frisbee is one of the many under-publicized sports at the University today.

By iDA DUnn-MOORE
Loggers clad in down vests and
Carhartt pants flock to Tacoma’s
two climbing gyms.
They fill the pool on weeknights in plastic kayaks, practicing roles and paddle strokes for
adventures out on local rivers.
Skiers pore over weather conditions and learn avalanche safety,
anticipating the next big powder
day.
Ultimate players cultivate the
activity of tossing a Frisbee into a
competitive sport.
Cyclists train hard over every
local road, picking up a number
of strong wins and top 10 finishes in the North West conference.
These are the athletes of Puget
Sound who engage in sports that
border on esoteric.
By esoteric I mean that these
sports are non-traditional and get
more publicity in smaller circles.
They pay for their sports out of
pocket, and they consider their
money well spent.
They train hard; they perfect
their practice, and compete at
high levels.
But they are student athletes
nonetheless and that alone makes
them an important demographic
in our University’s athletic community.
Puget Sound bills itself as a progressive university.
Each student matters, academic departments constantly explore
new fields, and the campus concerns itself with current affairs
and social issues.
What is not progressive, however, is the management of our athletics.
When the climbers, kayakers,
backpackers, skiers and cyclists
must pay out of pocket, their
commitment can suffer because
the gear and travel costs necessary for their sports is a huge expensive for a college student.
The traditional sports such as
basketball, football and baseball,
however, thrive with big budgets
from the University.
To truly live up to the label of
a progressive institution, Puget
Sound must reconsider its budget

and place their faith in non-traditional sports.
The One of a Kind campaign
website states: “The Campaign
for University of Puget Sound
supports our one-of-a-kind, pioneering spirit, making it possible
for another generation of Puget
Sound graduates to realize their
full potential in building the best
and brightest future imaginable.”
The One of a Kind campaign
can be assumed to share the values of the University.
Thus, if the campaign supports
the pioneering spirit of students
to recognize their full potential,
then supporting the activities
they are passionate about is essential.

“ To truly live up to the
label of a progressive
institution, Puget Sound
must reconsider its budget
and place their faith in
non-traditional sports. ”
The Ultimate Frisbee team is a
good example of an athletic team
that is student-led and independently funded that gets a lot of
wins for the University.
They ranked number two in the
nation last year after barely losing
their last game at National Championships in Madison to Middlebury College.
Each member of the team paid
for his own ticket to this tournament, as well as numerous others.
On the other hand, our football
team continues to falter, losing so
often that the rare win is as much
cause for surprise as it is for celebration.
There is something wrong with
this picture.
I don’t know the specifics of
the football budget or any other
NCAA team, but they are large
enough to feed, train, equip and
transport many athletes.
How much money do they get?
Couldn’t they share the love?

The point is not that the money
should go to the winners.
Rather, that Puget Sound students should be supported in the
pursuit of whichever sport they
choose to engage in.
Record aside, the football team
deserves to be supported as much
as a team up and coming such as
the climbing team.
They are both groups of student
athletes engaging in competition
for the University doing an activity they love.
I assume a lot of the problem
has to do with the difference between NCAA and not NCAA
teams.
A member of the men’s crew
team observed that their team receives significantly lower funding
than the women’s NCAA team,
even though they are identical
sports.
Being in a larger athletic league
doesn’t warrant a greater budget
for any one team.
Lack of NCAA climbing
shouldn’t be a reason that the
climbing team can’t receive more
school funding.
A sport with a traditional background shouldn’t merit a big budget on incumbency alone.
The passion and commitment
of students on our campus speaks
louder than past trophies or records.
Sports and clubs like cycling,
climbing, Frisbee and beyond are
student formed, student organized, and student-led. They represent the core of what it is to be
a Puget Sound student, to create
and take advantage of opportunities, and to work hard to achieve
your goals, especially when they
are so closely threaded to your
passions.
Organizing every sport, large
and small, NCAA or not, under
the athletic department would
make more sense. This would
keep smaller sports clubs to have
to fight for a tiny part of the
ASUPS budget.
It would also allow a reshuffling of the athletic budget to support every team, not just the traditional ones.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staﬀ, ASUPS, the University or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staﬀ. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be oﬀensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the boxes in
Diversions or Oppenheimer Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.
HEY YOU! Diversions barista who
knows her tea, thanks for making
me smile! <3
HEY YOU! Libertarian club, don’t
you think it’s a little bit ironic that
you’re the only political club on
campus that participates in student
government?
HEY YOU! People who love to
complain about the rainy weather,
why did you come to school in
Washington?
HEY YOU! Yes, we are all hoping
you will leave and get a job somewhere else.

HEY YOU! Logger baseball player
who gave my 2 y/o daughter a
fouled off baseball. It made her
day. Thanks a million!

HEY YOU! Girl who kept making
eye contact with me from across
the desk in the library, how about
we reserve a study room together
next time?

HEY YOU! Swim team girl who
never wears a swim cap. Your
hair’s slowing you down in the
race, but it’s helping you out in
other areas.

HEY YOU! KUPS DJ’s, can we get
some more R&B up in here? I’m
tryna get down over here.

HEY YOU! George Washingtonlooking motherf***er at last week’s
lecture, I really dug your wig.

HEY YOU! Tall girl with red hair
in my bio class, your neck tat is
hella sexy!

HEY YOU! Cute boy in my bio
class, now that we’ve biology together, how about we try for some
chemistry ;)

HEY YOU! Guy who gave me the
birthday shoutout on the radio on
Saturday, YOU’RE THE MAN.

HEY YOU! Citar guy, take me on a
musical journey.

HEY YOU! We’re back! Your
favorite masked wrestlers will be
on campus to rain down eyeballmelting chaos at the one and
only Lucha de Sound 3! Be there
Saturday, Mar. 29 @ 7 PM in the
Memorial Fieldhouse! Trust me,
you don’t want to miss this.

HEY YOU! Stop asking me what
I’m planning on doing after I
graduate.

HEY YOU! Library girl who never
wears shoes, I like your free spirit.
Your butt’s not bad either.

HEY YOU! PeopleSoft, I’m rooting
for you! This is your semester.

HEY YOU! Pink fuzzy coat girl,
fuzzy wuzzy was a bear, and you
took all of his hair.

HEY YOU! I LOVE SPRING IN
WASHINGTON!

HEY YOU! Fearless leaders, your
hilarity is only surpassed by your
sexiness. STEAMING HOT.
HEY YOU! Mouth-breathing
Econ majors. Can you just...not?
HEY YOU! With the broken
glasses, happy 21st birthday!
HEY YOU! Guy who slacklines
next to Weyerhauser, be my
friend?
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HEY YOU! Bearded burrito roller,
you’re great at rolling burritos.
What else are you good at? ;)
HEY YOU! Guy with overalls who
always eats alone, you can take me
down south anytime.
HEY YOU! Come see Ubiquitous
They’s sketch comedy show Sad
Sad Ever Always! Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Rausch!

HEY YOU! Bespectacled SAE
crew boy, let’s get to row each
other.
HEY YOU! Chem lab partner.
You’re the most beautiful girl I’ve
ever seen but I’ll never get up the
courage to tell you how I feel.
HEY YOU! Cute freshman swimmer, I see you working on your abs
in the gym. I can show you a few
new excercises!

HEY YOU! Crew, good luck at
your regatta on Saturday!
HEY YOU! #TYBG
HEY YOU! It’s getting to that time
of year when nobody’s sure if you
should be wearing scarves and
jackets, or shorts and tank tops.
Let the games begin.
HEY YOU! “What frames your
world?” Perhaps the PIE Conference that is tomorrow in the
Tahoma room!
HEY YOU! Thanks so much for
the brownies you made me on my
birthday. They were delicious!
HEY YOU! Canada, thanks for all
the good times. Let’s do it again
next spring break?
HEY YOU! I wish you were a land
snail so I could shoot you with my
love dart.

HEY YOU! Nugs not drugs.

HEY YOU! Diversions, stop burning the espresso! It’s foul.

HEY YOU! Sexy singing Theta
with the hot pink purse, your vocals are amazing. Wanna give me a
private concert?

HEY YOU! Hazel-eyed English
tutor, you really helped me on my
midterm paper. I feel like repayment is necessary ;)

HEY YOU! Sassy Chicago crew
gal, your spunk, crafting skills and
orange blazer are out of this world!

HEY YOU! I like your tattoos, can
I see the rest?

HEY YOU! Morty, er-uh, you
gotta starURRRUP, gotta start submitting more hey you’s morty.
HEY YOU! Rhinoceros Rex fans, I
hope you’re getting ready for some
SWEET-ASS MERCH.

HEY YOU! Administration! Give
some more attention & funding to
the Gender Studies Department!
HEY YOU! Guy who stole a
couple of beers from our house
last weekend, you forgot your
weed. Sooo, we’re even, I guess?

Beating around the bush: embracing masturbation
By GRACE WiTHERELL
Masturbation is a common practice. In a survey run by the Journal
of Sexual Medicine, by the age of
16-17 over half of males and about
a quarter of females in the sample
size said they had masturbated at
least once in the past month. In the
Journal of Psychology and Human
Sexuality, one study of a sample
of undergraduate college students
said that 98 percent of men and 44
percent of women reported having
ever masturbated. But when was
the last time you remember having
a conversation about it with your
peers? It is rather uncommon to
have open discussions about sex in
general, but even more rare to talk
about masturbation.
There is shame attached to masturbation, preventing people from
being open about the practice. This
isn’t a new development; rather it is
a result of many decades of sexual
ignorance and teaching children
that masturbation is unhealthy and
wrong.
However, many studies show that
masturbation is a perfectly healthy
and personally satisfying practice,
and is shown to make people happier and even has health benefits.
Why the stigma? Where did it
come from? Like I said, there are
a lot of residual abstinence teachings that, by association, also make
people fearful of masturbation.
This is difficult to circumvent,
but is not the most detrimental
problem. Most roadblocks preventing people from embracing masturbation are psychological, and I
believe that this problem is particularly acute in women.
One of the problems I have encountered is the correlation be-

tween being single and masturbation. It is seen as an escape for
people who don’t have someone
to facilitate a sexual release and
are left alone to take care of themselves. This makes it seem like it is
for lonely people who cannot find a
partner. This is not the case!
The University of Chicago interviewed 3,000 Americans for the
National Health and Social Life
Survey, and found that a sexless
relationship suppressed masturbation. People were more eager to fly
solo and experiment with masturbation after having a partner. So all
you singles out there shouldn’t let
that keep you from going that extra
mile by yourself.
Rather, when you have the freedom of being single you should
take that time to experiment and
find out how to take care of yourself.
Second, selfishness is looked
down upon in American culture
and I believe that psychologically
translates to shame associated with
satisfaction and pleasure. People
are busy and don’t have time to
think about sexual satisfaction
nowadays, and this means that
when it is time to check up on
yourself the idea of masturbation
seems like a waste of time, a frivolity that can be pushed aside.
Stopping and taking time to relieve one’s sexual tensions is something that you typically do independently, and that can be hard
for some people to grasp (pun intended).
In today’s get-up-and-go society,
there are few people who take the
time to educated themselves on the
benefits of masturbation: it relieves
stress, it lowers blood pressure, it
helps you sleep, it relieves cramps,

and it is a factor in preventing prostate cancer.
Third, there is little to no education and open discourse relating
to masturbation while growing
up. Even though we live in an age
where safe sex practices and personal happiness are being stressed,
talking about masturbation is still
limited and overlooked. There are
huge improvements in sexual education, but not much in the way
of embracing masturbation as a
regular practice. This means that as
people grow older, these old ideas
are harder and harder to let go of,
and these ideas influence our sexual attitudes for a long time. Most
people will never discuss masturbation in an educational setting,
which makes it seem abnormal and
even dangerous.
It is also difficult to talk about in
a less formal setting, even between
peers. Junior Emma Spalding, reflecting on the importance of being
open in regards to discussing sexual practices like masturbation, stated, “when you talk about [masturbation] people are always hesitant
to talk about it. It is usually talked
about in a very ambiguous way like
‘oh, IF you do this’ rather than ‘I do
this’ showing a reluctance to engage in open discourse.”
There is also a huge discrepancy between women and men
and how masturbation should be
approached. Don’t get me wrong,
while it is statistically true that on
average men who do masturbate do
it more often than women, women
are by no means averse to taking
care of themselves. However, despite how widespread the practice
of masturbating is between both
men and women, women have a
much harder time approaching the

topic of masturbation.
Junior Allison Drummond muses about the different standards set
for men and women in regards to
their sexuality. “Men are taught to
embrace their sexuality, whereas
women are supposed to suppress
their sexuality and to not talk about
it,” she said.
This is evident through the vocabulary centered on the sexual
discourse. For example, there are
hundreds of names describing a
male masturbating and the very few
names for a woman doing the same.
Hand job, jack off, jerk off, beat off,
rub off, wanking, doing the hand
jive, disobeying the Pope, among
many other very obscure phallic
references. But all I have heard in
reference to female masturbation
is flicking the bean, creaming and
‘beating around the bush.’ Why is
this? Is it that women masturbate
less frequently, or merely because it
is talked about less?
I often will hear men making
references and jokes regarding
masturbation in real life and in

the media, but almost never hear
a woman talk about her masturbation practices. This goes to show
that the problem with masturbation shaming is in the discourse,
not the practice itself.
Women, traditionally, are considered to be pure or good if they
abstain from sexual practices. But
if a woman enjoys having sexual
intercourse she is labeled a slut. The
classic whore/virgin dichotomy.
This is shameful, and can stigmatize
all sexual practices (like masturbation), not just intercourse. Shame
is associated with both being a virgin, as well as having sex, but what
about masturbation? There is both
the same of being alone, as well as
the shame of allowing oneself to
succumb to sexual pleasure.
So where are we safe? Where is
the middle ground? It is important
to let people know that by masturbating, you are maintaining your
own wellbeing, and the words we
use to talk about masturbation
should reflect that.

Tinder Poll Results
Do you, or have you used
the Tinder Dating App?

Yes: 39%

No: 61%

Why do you use Tinder?
As a Joke: 48%
Dating: 19%
Hooking Up: 14%

Other: 14%
Making friends: 5%
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An extraordinary journey: alum Jordan Hanssen
to speak of rowing from New York to England
By NICHOLE HINE

A

lumnus Jordan Hanssen ’04 will be on campus on April 2 to talk about his experience
rowing across the Atlantic.
Hanssen will be at Collins Library from 7-8
p.m. to share his experience rowing a 29 foot
boat across the Atlantic ocean in 72 days in 2006.
He will be talking about his row in 2013 and his
new book, Rowing into the Son: Four Young Men
Crossing the North Atlantic and he will also discuss the many adventures he had during his trip.
Hanssen and his three friends,
who are also Puget Sound graduates, were the only American team
in the first ever race from New
York to England. Hanssen decided
to enroll in the race when he saw a
poster in a boat house advertising
the race across the ocean.
“I thought it was cool,” Hanssen
said. “It was a huge idea and it inspired me.”
Hanssen asked his friends
whom he rowed with if they would
make the trip with him.
“Dylan LeValley 05’, Greg
Spooner 01’ and Brad Vickers 05’
and I rowed together at UPS and
we decided to take this trip together,” Hanssen said. “We were all
taught how to row by Mike Hagman, who was the novice rowing
coach at UPS at the time.”
Hanssen also wanted to take the
trip because of his father’s death.
“My dad died of asthma when I
was three. [Rowing across the Atlantic] unlocked a great deal of
emotion for me and it became one
of the reasons we rowed,” Hanssen
said. “The process of getting ready
to row, rowing and writing about
the event after helped me process
some unresolved grief about my
father’s death.”
The team partnered with the
American Lung Association and
named the boat after Hanssen’s

dad.
For food and water the team
made special arrangements. Food
on the first trip was based largely on a diet of polenta, rice, oats,
tuna and 250 lbs of cheese and
butter. For fresh water they used
a spectra 150 water desalination
unit that used reverse osmosis.
It was powered by solar panels
mounted on their boat. The trip
was not easy for the team and they
faced many obstacles.

“ Writing this book was an
important part of finishing
the adventure. I needed to
write it down for me and
the guys I rowed with.”
—Jordan Hanssen

“At first I was worried about
the waves, and being in hurricane
force winds was scary,” Hanssen
said.
At one point they almost got hit
by a freighter, and by day 17 they
realized that they were short on
food.
“We rationed the whole way
across. It was the hardest part of
the trip and we lost 145 pounds to-

PHOTO COURTESY/ROWINGINTOTHESON.COM

Rowing into the Son: After rowing across the Atlantic,
Hanssen wrote a book for closure for this incredible experience.
tal between the four of us.”
The trip put a strain on all of
them and Hanssen worried about
relations with his friends.
“I was worried because the four
of us had been through so much
and this thing threatened to tear
us apart. And it was close,” Hanssen said.

Upon arrival Hanssen experienced myriad emotions. His family and hundreds of faces that they
did not recognize were waiting for
the team.
“People handed us food until we
had too much to carry. We were so
hungry, we came into port with a
can of tuna and a half bag of po-

Student-directed play to address issues of
racial representation in film and theater
By AUDREY KAUFMAN
The University of Puget Sound’s
Senior Theatre Festival (STF) this
April will bring thoughtful discussion of race and race relations
to the campus community with
its production of David Henry
Hwang’s Yellow Face.
Yellow Face is a partly autobiographical satire about the Tony
and Obie award winning playwright, David Henry Hwang himself. The show discusses Hwang’s
life, as well as issues of race and
identity, and Asian American history.
Yellow Face’s themes come from
Hwang’s involvement with protests in the 1990s, which were in
response to the controversial casting in the Broadway play Miss Saigon. The production cast white
actors as Eurasian and Asian
characters, using prostheses and
bronzing cream to make the actors
look more “Asian.”
The play looks at the Wen Ho
Lee trial in 1999, when Dr. Wen
Ho Lee, a Taiwanese American scientist involved in nuclear testing, was accused by a federal grand jury of stealing secrets
about the U.S. nuclear arsenal for
the People’s Republic of China. It

also draws from Hwang’s father’s
involvement with the ‘90s campaign finance scandal.
Like the playwright Hwang, theater student Jenna K. Gerdsen decided to produce the play after observing overt racism in the media.
“The recent incidents of yellow
face and red face inspired me to
work on the show and makes the
show very relevant. In the Broadway musical Aladdin, there are no
Middle Eastern actors in the cast.
In January 2014, “How I Met Your
Mother” dressed several of its
main actors in stereotypical Asian
clothing and dressed them in yellow face. Now, Rooney Mara is
cast as Tiger Lily in the Peter Pan
film. People of color are constantly being denied to play other people of color and are excluded from
theatre and film,” Gerdsen said.
People of color are so far excluded from the entertainment industry that producers would rather put white actors in facepaint
than hire actual people of color to
play these characters. The media
is so dominant in determining the
national consciousness and what
we see as “the norm,” that this exclusion can be oppressive to people of color.
The media shows us, through

movies and TV shows with all
white casts like “How I Met Your
Mother,” that white is the norm
and white is dominant. Because

“Yellow Face questions why
Asian is sitll an adjective
for American, and why
people still have to ask,
‘Where are you really
from?’ and What are you?’
to address the fact that
America still clings to
racial and cultural labels
that intend to separate and
categorize people.”
—Jenna Gerdsen

most of what we know comes
from visual and performance art
through theater and film, we perpetuate this injustice without even
thinking about it.
Gerdsen’s treatment of Hwang’s
play focuses on the perceptions
of race, exploring the question of
what race really is and how we in-

teract with its ideas in terms of
representation in film and theatre.
“Yellow Face questions why
Asian is still an adjective for American, and why people still have to
ask, ‘Where are you really from?’
and ‘What are you?’ to ultimately
address the fact that America still
clings to racial and cultural labels
that intend to separate and categorize people,” Gerdsen said.
Performances for Yellow Face
will be Friday, April 4 at 7:30 p.m.,
Saturday, April 5 at 2 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. in the University of Puget
Sound’s Norton Clapp Theater.
Other performances for STF
will include Bert V. Royal’s God
Sees Dog on April 11 and 12, Sam
Shepard’s True West on April
18 and 19, Paula Vogel’s How
I Learned to Drive on April 25
and 26 and Carol Churchill’s The
Skriker on May 2 and 3.
For all of the plays in STF, tickets are $8 for general admission
and $6 for Puget Sound students.
They will be available at the info
center about a week before the
show opens.
Yellow Face runs about two
hours with a 10 minute intermission and there will be a post show
talk right after the Friday, April 4
performance.

lenta,” Hanssen said. “I was expecting catharsis, but all I got at
that moment was relief. I was 23
and this was the riskiest project I
had ever done. It took a long time
to process.”
Hanssen decided to write his
book for a sense of closure.
“Writing this book was an important part of finishing the adventure. I needed to write it down
for me and the guys I rowed with,”
he said. “I just hoped to tell a good
story that was as true as I could
make it.”
Now Hanssen is President of a
501 (c)(3) called OAR Northwest,
an education and research organization that uses adventure for scientific exploration and free adventure education.
He originally created it before
his 2006 journey in order to raise
money for his trip, and decided to
continue the non-profit after his
return. The organization is entirely volunteer run and they go on
rowing trips.
This fall they will be rowing on
the Mississippi River and eventually they would like to do a yearly
row from Olympia to Alaska. They
have done trips in the past, including traveling from Senegal to the
U.S. and navigating the Salish Sea
in Canada.
Hanssen looks back on his experiences at Puget Sound fondly.
“The school is beautiful, the professors were awesome but I loved
the students [the most],” Hanssen
said. “I am so proud of them and
honored to call them my friends.
Ten years after being out of school
I am amazed at who some of my
friends have turned into.”
Students can meet Jordan and
enjoy refreshments from 6:30—
7 p.m. followed by his talk from
7—8 p.m. Copies of Rowing into
the Son: Four Young Men Crossing the North Atlantic and t-shirts
with artwork inspired by the row
will be available for purchase at
the event.

Logger
Action of
the Week:
Te l l ot h e r s
w h at you r
defi n it ion of
“hom e” is .

Theme of the
month: Home
If you have any
questions about the
movement contact
aloha@pugetsound.
edu or message us
on FB, Instagram,
or twitter @
UPSAlohaMovement

Debriefs: Fridays. 3
PM. Piano Lounge.

eatures
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Japan week to educate through Entrepreneur Column
cultural events around campus Megs & Mo: mo
money, less shopping
This weekly column is inspired by Tacoma Entrepreneur Network (TEN).
TEN is an intercollegiate network of members in Tacoma designed to explore
and build entrepreneurial careers, launched in 2011 by Professor Lynnette
Claire. Entrepreneurship uses working knowledge from every background of
study. For those who haven’t found their niche yet, are uncertain about what
the future holds, or have a multitude of skills and nowhere to apply them,
entrepreneurship could be the answer.

By NAKISHA RENEE JONES
Megs & Mo upscale resale is an
awesome women’s consignment
store for all women that love brand
name and vintage clothes and accessories, but want to pay way less
than retail prices!
Founder Lisa Murphy talked
about how Megs & Mo came to be
the store it is today.
PHOTO COURTESY/KYLE CHONG

Japan Week: participants in events will have the opportunity to experience a traditional tea
ceremony and to help make mochi. There will also be a guest speaker and a film showing, and
the week will culminate in a vieiwng of Japanese cherry blossoms.

By ADA SMITH

A

ll next week, the Japanese Department will
be hosting a multitude
of events to help educate students
about the Japanese culture. The
events have been coordinated by
Professor Mikiko Ludden and assisted by Professor Jan Leuchtenberger, but students within the
Japanese program and residents
in the Japanese house have also
played a major role in volunteering to help set up and manage the
event. The week will start off with
the students decorating the second
floor alcove in Wyatt to help draw
attention to the subsequent activities.
Tuesday will mark the first event
that students outside the program
are encouraged to participate in:
the mountain temple style tea
ceremony. For those of you that
are familiar with the chanoyu, or
the traditional tea ceremony, this
event will be a little different. It is
very much an experience that relies on the gathering and participation of a large group as opposed
to a few select guests. The ceremony traditionally entails guests

serving each other, a skill that students will be able to learn at this
event.
Each year, Japan Week includes
an event that comes from outside
of the campus; ideally, this event—
usually a talk or performance—is
different from the previous year’s.
On Wednesday the University will
welcome guest speaker Laura Barthalamew, who will share her experience translating a wide range
of pop-culture items from Japan,
from manga to games.
Thursday, the Japanese department will be screening Dragon
Head, a popular live action Japanese movie. For those of you who
are picturing the slapstick, cheesy
humor that Japan is so well known
for, know that this movie is a postapocalyptic drama rated R. If that
interests you, then feel free to
make your way to Wyatt 209 at 6
p.m.
Though it may or may not
come to pass this year, the Japanese house has historically tabled
on Thursday, selling kanji cookies.
The students pre-make cookies
and when bought, they will put the
character of request on the cookie with icing. Of course, there are

some limitations when it comes to
what can and cannot be put on the
cookies, but for the most part you
can eat the words of your choice.
Friday marks one of the most
popular events of the Japanese
week, omochi-tsuki. Rain or shine,
the Japanese students will set up
their hollowed-out tree stump
outside Wheelock and assist anyone who is interested in traditionally making mochi. The main ingredient in this favorite Japanese
dessert is rice flour, which will
be pounded by hand in the tree
stump. A few ingredients later (including sugar) and participants
will be able to enjoy the fruits of
their labor.
To end the week, the Japanese department helps organize
a carpool to nearby University of
Washington’s campus to partake in
the Japanese cherry blossom viewing, or hanami, an almost sacred
event for the Japanese people. It is
difficult to get the timing just right
though, as cherry trees only bloom
for a week at most. The hanami
therefore may actually start off the
event, so keep a look out for posters and updates on these exciting
cultural events coming your way.

• How was it started? What inspired the creation of the company?
“Megs & Mo upscale resale originally started as a consignment
store for teen girls. At the time,
my two daughters were in their
teens and they seemed to grow
out of their clothes or get tired of
them before they were out of style
or torn up. I couldn’t figure out
any place to consign them in Tacoma, so I started Megs & Mo. I
still remember one of my daughters
commenting that ‘no one will buy
used clothes Mom!’ So of course,

I named the store after them.

Megs & Mo were their childhood
nicknames. I’m happy to report
they have changed their minds!”
• What makes it unique?
“The idea behind Megs & Mo
is to provide stylish, lightly used
clothing at reasonable prices, in
a boutique environment. I didn’t
want our customers to have to find
one good item out of a hundred in
a smelly, crammed environment.
We try to make the atmosphere a
combination of Anthropologie and
Nordstrom. It really makes the
shopping experience more fun.”
•What helped you decide to donate to Phoebe House and Urban
Gospel Mission?
“One of the side benefits of start-

PHOTO COURTESY/LISA MURPHY

Megs & Mo: Lisa Murphy
started the store when she
could not find a place to consign used clothes. Megs & Mo
also donates clotes to Phoebe
House and Urban Gospel Mission.
ing a consignment store is that we
accumulate lots of clothes that don’t
sell, but are in really good shape.
Early on, we realized we needed a
place to donate them. The Phoebe
House was recommended by a client. We started a relationship with
them several years ago. It’s been really fun to have woman who started at the Phoebe House and then
graduate come into the store to actually buy clothes for themselves
and tell us how nice it was to get really great clothes that they couldn’t
afford. It gave them an ego boost.
As we’ve grown, the Phoebe House
couldn’t accommodate all of our
donations so we broadened our relationships to include the Urban
Gospel Mission, another amazing
organization.”
• Fashion tip for young ladies
looking to make a good first impression?
“Not all trends fit all bodies. It’s
really important to figure out which
style fits your body type, rather than
pouring money into the newest fad.”
•What can students look forward
to when visiting the store?
“A fun shopping experience
with awesome clothes, shoes
and purses at really great prices.”
• Piece of advice for starting a
business?
“Be willing to change the business as you learn what your customer base wants. We originally started with a completely different age
group and have extended it to include 18 year olds and 50 year olds.”
• Best lesson from your college
experience?
“Learning how to solve problems
is as important as what you learn.”
• Anything else you would like
to add?
“The best part about our job is
helping girls find the perfect outfit
for a party, an interview or a new
job. Come try us out!”
Megs & Mo upscale resale is located on 2602 N. Proctor Street.
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Men’s tennis starts season in the sunshine state

Loggers end up 2-9 in their long trip to Orlando, Florida

PHOTOS COURTESY/LOGGER ATHLETICS

Men’s tennis: Left: Freshman Colton Wright; Middle: Junior Abe Noyes; Right: Freshman Chris Severt

By THOMAS OVERTON
The Logger’s men’s tennis team
traveled to Orlando, Fla. over
spring break and participated in
a tournament of other teams from
around the country. The Florida sunshine lit up their competition against the Babson Beavers,
the Grinnell Squirrels, the Hobart
Statesmen, and the Western New
England Golden Bears.
After a rain delay kept the
matches off the court, the tournament began on March 18 with a
match against the Hobart Statesmen in which the Statesmen prevailed 6-3. The Loggers took three
points off Hobart winning two
singles matches and one doubles
match. Freshman Colton Wright
(Corvallis, Ore.) easily handled his
singles match, winning in straight
sets by a score of 6-2, 6-0 against

Nicholas Schoning. Senior John
Stevens (Portland, Ore.) tallied
the other victory for the Loggers,
beating his opponent Ryan Smith
in straight sets 6-4, 6-2. Wright
and Stevens then teamed up to
battle on the doubles court, defeating the Hobart pair of Keller
Hickock and Henry Smith 8-6.

“Freshman Colton
Wright easily handled
his single match,
winning in straight sets”

The second match of the tournament was between the Loggers
and Western New England Golden
Bears, which the Loggers were able

to win by a score of 6-3. Junior
Abe Noyes (Southwest Harbor,
Maine) led the action for the Loggers by beating his opponent Alex
Sause 6-2, 6-0. Wright tallied his
third victory of the day (including
doubles) dispatching his opponent
Andrew Schnier 6-1, 6-1. Sophomore Daniel Deuel (Oakland, Calif.) continued the good run of
form for the Loggers in this match
by defeating Andres Oreto 6-4, 6-3
in the second singles match.
Also winning for the Loggers against the Golden Bears
was freshman Myles Rivera-Flam
(Sacramento, Calif.) who beat Tyler Unwin 6-4, 6-0, and Stevens
defeated Adam Zimmerman 6-2,
7-5. The Golden Bears were not
done yet though as they managed
to win two of the three doubles
matches while Rivera-Flam and
Noyes beat the team of Unwin and

Greg Tischofer 8-4 to seal the victory for the Loggers.
The tournament continued for
the Loggers on March 19 with a
match against the Grinnell pioneers, where the Pioneers prevailed 9-0 over the Loggers.
The doubles team of junior Jake
Peterson (Bellevue, Wash.) and
Stevens started off the action for
the Loggers, falling just two points
short of their Pioneer opponents
at 8-6.
Peterson would come close
again in the singles portion, splitting sets with Will Hamilton 3-6,
6-3 before losing in the tie-breaker 10-4.
Wright was next up in singles,
losing 3-6, 3-6 against Caleb Kumar. Rivera-Flam and freshman
Chris Severt (Santa-Rosa, Calif.)
both fell 6-3, 6-2 in the final two
singles matches of the second day

of the tournament.
The final day of the tournament
saw the Loggers up against the
Babson Beavers, who proved too
difficult for the Loggers to handle in the second 9-0 defeat of the
weekend. Wright came the closest of the Loggers to winning his
match, taking the second set to a
tiebreaker before losing 6-3, 7-6.
Next on the roster was Peterson who saw defeat at the hands of
Saif Rahim 6-3, 6-1. Doubles play
saw Wright and Stevens team up
and win five games before losing
to David Garcia and Dom Wysolmerski 8-5.
After a grueling three days in
Florida, the Loggers head home
and have some time off to recover before they go to battle against
Linfield at their home in Mcminnville, Ore. at 4:00 p.m. on Friday,
April 4.

Women’s tennis comes off a rough road trip

Lady Loggers hope to recover with strong home record
By CLAIRE GRUBB

Women’s tennis traveled to Spokane and Walla Walla, Wash. the
weekend of March 14. The Loggers played the Whitworth Pirates
March 14 and the Whitman Missionaries on March 15. They lost
both days, leading to their second
and third losses of the season.
Despite their defeat on the road,
the women have been playing well
this season. They are currently undefeated at home and have played
hard in every match this season.
The Loggers started the season
strong, defeating Pacific in their
first game of the season. They followed the momentum of that first
win with two more wins at home.
Junior Allison Embernate (Kihei,
Hawaii) has been a powerhouse
player this year. She remained undefeated in singles until the match
against Whitman.
This year’s team is full of seasoned players. The lineup consists
of five seniors and three juniors.
With only two first-years and no
sophomores the squad will be losing many valuable players this
year. Both freshmen have already
proven to be valuable additions to
the team, starting a promising legacy for the next three seasons.
Freshman Elizabeth Chao (Oakland, Calif.) played well against the
Missionaries, despite her overall
loss. She forced both matches into
extra games, fighting hard until
the end. She also pulled off an 8-3
in her doubles game against the
Lewis and Clark Pioneers. Chao
and her partner, junior Malia Ford

(Makawao, Hawaii) beat their opponents 8-3.
The Loggers other freshman,
Sarah Nielsen (Salem, Ore.), has
also had a successful debut season.
She partnered with Embernate
to score a win against Lewis and
Clark earlier this month. Nielsen
and Embernate have proven a formidable pair; they have won multiple matches together, including
an 8-3 victory over George Fox.
This season’s seniors are an impressive bunch and have contributed many victories in their time
at Puget Sound. Jenna Gerdsen
(Kamuela, Hawaii) was the no. 3
single by her sophomore year and
has had impressive victories in her
singles matches and with her doubles partner, fellow senior Logan
Thompson (Decorah, Idaho). The
two beat George Fox 8-5 in their
March 7 match.
Thompson has also partnered
successfully senior Marissa Friedman (Novato, Calif.). The pair won
their first two matches of the season, first against Pacific and then
crushing College of Idaho with a
score of 8-3.
Senior Holly Dixon (Lake Oswego, Ore.) has won two of her
three matches this season. She
started the season strong with a
singles match that ended 6-0 and
6-1 against Lewis and Clark.
The Loggers have played hard
all season but with a 4-3 conference record they will need to put
their all into their next matches to
gain a stronger record.
The home court advantage
seems to be at play for women’s

tennis this year. Their next three
matches are all at home, giving
them the chance to continue the
season undefeated at the Memorial Fieldhouse. They will face off
against Bellevue College on March
29.
The last three matches of the
season will put the Loggers back
up against teams they have already
played this season.
They will play Lewis and Clark
and Pacific, who they already easily defeated and will end the season against George Fox. The Loggers beat all three colleges, giving
them a solid advantage in their final matches and an opportunity to
end the season with the same drive
they started with.
The last home match of the
season for the Loggers is April 4
against Linfield.
This will be the last time the five
seniors will take to the courts at
home and is a great chance for students to see the women in action.
The Loggers will face off against
cross-town rivals, Pacific Lutheran University, on April 11 at PLU.
The Loggers are in a comfortable place this season with many
matches in their favor ahead.
“We come in around four every year, Whitman and Whitworth
are very strong competitors,” Dixon said. “But the girls on our team
currently are really good players and will continue to grow and
make our lineup stronger.”
The team will lose many valuable players this season and will
need to pick up many new players for next years season, but with

promising juniors and freshman
the future of women’s tennis looks
strong.
Win or lose the women’s tennis
is a close-knit team.

“We do a lot of bonding as a
team,” said Dixon. “And traveling
as such a small team is a great way
to get close.”

Loggers Women’s Tennis
Schedule
Spring 2014
Sat

29

Bellevue College

TBA

Fri

4

Linfield *

4:00 p.m.

Fri

11

Pacific Lutheran *

4:00 p.m.

Sat

12

at Lewis & Clark * 1:00 p.m.

Fri

18

at Pacific (Ore.) *

4:00 p.m.

Sat

19

at George Fox *

11:00 a.m.
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Women’s lacrosse starts season with a big win

By ZOEY OLBUM
The women’s lacrosse team started the season off with a bang, winning their first three games against
Linfield College, Alma College
and Pacific University respectively.
Winning each game by a significant
margin with each game, the Logger
women commenced their season
powerfully.
In first game of the season in a
fight against the Linfield women
on Feb. 22, the Loggers dominated, scoring 16 points compared to
Linfield’s only two. Commencing
the match with a strong start, Maddie Soukup (Ballard, Wash.) scored
the first point of the game, making
it her first collegiate goal so far this
season. Only three seconds later
Olivia Keene (Whitman, Md.) also
scored her first point in her college
career.
Chalking another two points to
the scoreboard in just the following two minutes, Haley Jackson
(Seattle, Wash.) and Caroline Cook
(Orinda, Calif.) added to the Logger’s score.
The Loggers dominated the game
after just the first half as they were
up 9-1.
Going into the second half, the
Logger women retained their lead
with a 14-1 advantage with 14 minutes left in the game. Though the
Loggers scored less points in the
remaining 14 minutes, they main-

Lacrosse: Logger offense on the attack.
tained their great lead, allowing
Linfield to score only two points
throughout the entire game with a
final score of 16-2.
In their second game of the
spring season, the women again
scored a fast lead, sweeping a second victory over their opponent
Alma College on Feb. 23.
Within the first 25 seconds of
the match the Alma Scots scored
the first point, but immediately following Loggers Kerri Smith (Kirkland, Wash.) and Cook took back
the lead. Scoring the following
three goals, the Loggers kept their
advantage. Though in the last five
minutes of the first half, attempted goals were blocked, the Logger

women maintained their dominance with a score of 10-3 going
into the half.
Upon return, Alma scored the
first point of the second half, but
Logger freshman Olivia Keen powered up to answer the Scots’ aggressive move. Keen scored her second
point of the game, and the second
of her collegiate lacrosse career.
Haley Schuster (Arvada, Colo.) and
Smith added points for the Loggers
just six minutes into the second
half, also the first of Schuster’s career.
Though Alma attempted to counter in the last minutes of the match,
they were unable to return, finishing the game with a final score of

Team huddle: Loggers break after a hard practice.
16-10, the Loggers in the lead once
again.
Additionally, the team dominated Pacific with a final score of
16-10 on Feb. 28. Scoring the first
two goals of the match, the Loggers
began strong, but the two squads
quickly found themselves in a tie.
Finishing the first half, though,
Puget Sound gained points, ending
the period 9-5.
Entering the second, Pacific
scored two early goals, but the Loggers held them off, finishing the
match with confidence and pride, a
six-point final lead.
Though the Logger women dominated their first three matches of
their spring season, they sadly fell

PHOTOS COURTESY/DYLAN WITWICKI

short the past three against Pomona-Pitzer, Kenyon and Colorado
College.
In the home duel against Pitzer,
the Loggers put up a good fight,
keeping confidence until the end.
The Pitzer Sagehens managed to
perform in the rainy Pacific Northwest weather, keeping a score of
12-6 in the first half.
Coming into the second half, the
Logger women’s defense guarded
the Sagehens well, but the strong,
determined team broke through,
scoring five more points in the beginning of the second half.
In the last eight minutes of the
match both teams went scoreless
as the Logger’s resolute attitude
shown through.
In the last three minutes, though,
Pizter broke through, ending the
game with a final score of 18-8.
Additionally, the Loggers fought
an equally tough match against
the Colorado College Tigers who
scored the game’s first six goals, two
of which were in the first two minutes of the match. Loggers Schuster, Callie Holgate (Portland, Ore.),
and Keene netted points.
The game’s first half closed with a
score of 12-5, the Tigers in the lead.
In the second half, the Logger
women fought hard, but fell short,
scoring only one of nine goals.
With a final score of 20-6, the Loggers look to get back into the win
column” in the next matches.

Matching up: Logger women’s lacrosse hard at work.

Female golfers needed, looking to expand roster

Loggers finish first tournament, hoping to start improving
By MIA KELLIHER

The women’s golf team has begun its season on March 8-9 at the
Puget Sound Invitation, the only
home game for this spring season. The last match for the Loggers
was the Northwest Conference Fall
Classic Final on Oct. 26-27, 2013.
While they placed in last for both
events, the Loggers keep up a positive spirit for their upcoming season.
The team is relatively small and
inexperienced, which is the reason for their weaker scoring numbers and lower performance level.
While one senior and three juniors
are on the seven-person team,
some of the women do not have the
experience compared to other girls
on competing teams.
Junior Molly Nelson (Bothell,
Wash.) has been playing golf for
four years after switching from basketball due to knee problems. Since
there were few golfers, the Loggers
did not make cuts allowing Nelson
to smoothly become a part of the
Puget Sound team.
“The best aspect of the team is
probably the women I have met so

far both older and younger than
me, it sounds cheesy but I have
made life long friends through the
team. Most of our weekends involve long road trips in a small six
person van bugging our coach and
laughing the whole weekend,” Nel-

“ We have two great coaches
focused on improving both
teams.”
—Melissa Merrigan

son said.
Melissa Merrigan (Happy Valley,
Ore.), a senior who has been playing golf her whole life, although
not always competitively, is a crucial asset to the team. Even though
she did not initially plan on golfing at Puget Sound due to it being a small and growing team, she
thought it would be a great opportunity.
Merrigan was the second highest
scorer for the Puget Sound team
in the last invitational with a total
of 188 points. Since the home invitational was only the first one,

the team is hoping to improve its
scores this spring season.
Based off of the statistics of previous events, the Loggers have had
the lowest number of points in the
tournaments. Many factors have
caused the women’s team to lack
strength and a winning season.
“For the women’s team I think
our biggest weakness is lack of experience playing the game of golf,
unlike some sports you can’t just
be strong and fast to succeed; a lot
of it’s mental and getting out there
and playing. I personally have been
playing for almost four years competitively, compared to many other women in our division on their
14th year,” Nelson said.
“The team has gone through several coaches in my time, so this
has caused a bit of instability in
both the women’s and men’s teams.
Currently, though we have two
great coaches focused on improving both teams. In all four years I
have played we have a been a small
team ranging from 5-7 members.
Right now we are on the upswing
with a whopping seven golfers on
the women’s team,” Merrigan said.
Being a student-athlete comes

with a lot of responsibilities, and
the low pressure that golf puts on
the players allows them to tend
to all of their other activities. But
when it comes to practices and preparing for upcoming tournaments,
each golfer puts in all of her effort.
“Golf is a nice sport in that the
coaches are very lenient and understand that our first priority is
academics. Our practices vary
for each player. Each player must
make it out to practice three times
a week and the location of our practices vary during the week from the
driving range, to Fircrest country club, to Chambers Bay (a super nice course where the US Open
will be next year),” Merrigan said.
While most sports teams have rivals, golf is different in that there
are multiple competing teams in a
tournament instead of a one-onone competition.
“There are no classic rivals for
our team, all the girls we play with
are really nice and most players are
more focused on beating our own
scores from the previous tournaments. Part of this lack of rivalry
comes from our standings which
are in the bottom. Being at the bot-

tom of the conference makes us
just want to focus and better our
own scores before we start worrying about another teams,” Nelson
said.
The Loggers are most looking
forward to improving each individual’s scores and bonding together as a team. Along with this, the
team is looking forward to the opportunities playing golf provides—
such as the places it gets to travel.
“I think we are most looking forward to our Spring Classic event in
Kennewick, Wash. on the 5th and
6th of April. Spring Break will allow a lot of us some quality practice time and we’ve played Canyon
Lakes golf course a couple times
before, giving us a bit of experience,” Merrigan said.
The women’s golf team has a lot
of potential to succeed throughout
the years as they grow and improve
each golfer’s skills. The team has a
strong bond that allows the women
to enjoy their time both on and off
the course.
Because the team is small, they
are hoping to add golfers to the
team if anyone is interested.
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The Land Before Time XIV: Little Foot and
friends found dead on Puget Sound campus
Security guards unearth dinosaur remains in the President’s
woods, much to the surprise of local paleontological community
By VERNICIOUS KNID
Last Saturday, in the middle of
what looked to be a normal Tacoma day (rain and thunder and
lightning bolts and really bad drivers), a facilities worker uncovered
the bones of a regular-sized eggstealer in the President’s woods.
The discovery has launched what
looks to be a months-long dig, and
has not only attracted the attention
of the top names in the fields of archeology, but national attention as
well. You know, cameras, flashing
lights, reputable news sources like
the champs over at Fox.
The area has been cordoned
off and is now only accessible to
those with archaeological dig experience, i.e. Security officers, tour
guides, Nosferatu heir/President
of the University Tonald Rhombus, Sasquatch and writers at The
Flail (well ok maybe not that last
one but I scalped a ticket off of Sasquatch so I’m in).
“I dunno,” Campy Camp, five
time award winning tour guide,
said, “I don’t think that’s a dinosaur. It kind of looks like my dog?
Skip went missing a while ago. Either that or I forgot to feed her.”
Camp’s eyes glazed over, so I
bopped her on the nose and she
seemed to reset.
A cheerful, personable grin appeared almost immediately, and
she started to walk backwards in
the general direction of the library,
saying as she went, “And you’ll
notice over here our lovely clock

tower, always playin’ the modern
hits that kids love...”
Back at the scene, General Hairpin, a part-time Security officer
who also moonlights as a spoken
word poet, was heard to have said,
“I don’t get it! We had egg-stealer
campus access privileges revoked
at the end of the Cretaceous period! And we have strict policies
forbidding the burial of dinosaurs
on campus! Friends, pets, or otherwise!”
A panicked freshman (probably from South Quad) ran up to
General Hairpin and grabbed at
him sleeve, screaming, “WHAT’S
A CRETACEOUS PERIOD? IS IT
CONTAGIOUS?”
General Hairpin, puffing up his
chest in the self-important manner
of politicians and also cobra kingsnakes, answered, “Well the earth
got some nasty crampage (see
that’s why it’s called the Cretaceous
period) and a bunch of things died
because of it.
I don’t think she’ll be having another one of those for a while. She’s
been cramp-free since we got her
on hormones in the Middle Ages.”
I brought the topic back to the
matter at hand, remarking, “I
didn’t even know that this campus
existed in the Cretaceous period.” I
mean, apparently there were Methodists here once but even that creation myth sounds super sketch.
“Oh, it did,” General Hairpin
said knowingly. “That was before
we had the swipe card system installed.” Before the card swipe sys-

tem? What?! That would have to
mean...students had to use keys to
get in to their dorms!
I was stunned, to say the least.
“Wait...if that was before Student
ID cards, how the heck did students pay for food?! HOW DID
THEY EAT?!!!”
General Hairpin took a bite from
a large carrot he had somehow
fished from the bottom of his trousers.
“Some didn’t. It’s true: students
starved. Especially the kids with
dietary restrictions. They had no
chance of competing with the eggstealers, the buttheads. Did you
know that egg-stealers are glutenfree? Yeah me neither. Apparently
it has something to do with their
intestines.”
Just then, Campy Camp turned
the corner and, having caught the
tail end of the conversation (not
the egg-stealing end, just the regular end) asked, “What’s a glutenfree?”
Wait, I know this. I got this. “It’s
just another name for something
that’s bad for you.
In the 90s, it was calories, and
now it’s gluten-free. Calories, gluten-free, trans fats, fizzy yellow
beers-they’re all the same.”
Gen. Hairpin snorted. “Pshh.
That’s a lie. Me, personally? I don’t
believe in gluten-free. Or vitamins.
Like, do those things even exist?
Have you ever seen one? No way.
Not once, not never.”
I made my goodbyes to the two
because I’m trying to report on the

PHOTO COURTESY/WKIKMEDIA.ORG

Dinosaurs: Paleontologists theorize they died from the Cretaceous period, an ancient pestilence that took many lives.
freaking egg-stealers, which are
totally real, unlike vitamins and
gluten-free and fairies.
The next person to talk to was
Head Rock, acquisitions supervisor at the Slayer Museum.
He too had no idea what the egg
stealer bones were doing in the
President’s woods. “Contrary to
popular belief, we don’t actually
kill dinosaurs at the Slayer Museum. We only accept the bones
of the dinosaurs who have died of
natural causes.”
I snorted. “That’s stupid. Your
need fuels the dinosaur-killing
market.”
Head Rock sighed sadly. “Dinosaurs don’t actually exist anymore.”
“They totally do! They’re all over

the internet! One of them even has
a comic strip series!”
“Nah, that’s just something that
the government made up to make
sure that people would continue
throwing money at the organizations that are ‘dedicated’ to getting
animals off the Endangered Species List.” Head Rock didn’t have
much else to say, which is just as
well because his argument sucked.
For instance, dinosaurs aren’t on
the Endangered Species List! Nor
are the egg-stealers, nor the velociraptors, nor the leopluridons.
Then again, that’s probably because they’re “extinct,” which is another way of saying that they don’t
exist. Like vitamins!

Student searching in vain ‘Graduate of Color’
for “organic relationship” ceremony proves
(whatever that’s supposed to mean) to be problematic
By YOLO ONO
In a shocking declaration
that has shaken the fragile social structure of Stadium High
school, sources in Mr. Bryant’s
3rd period study hall reported
last Friday that Jessica Lassiter
will date jocks, goths or just
about anyone as long as the relationship forms organically.
In the wake of the devastating
revelation, students have been
left puzzled and panicked as they
speculate what the hell organic
means.
“Most people here think organic means a friendship has to be
formed before any romantic feeling can develop,” cool kid Eric
Stevens told The Flail.
“This theory has caused a lot
anxiety for friends of Jessica, as
just having a good time with her
now might mean she is slowly
falling in love with you. Her
closest friends won’t even talk to
her. They don’t want to be made
into some sick sex/friend love
hybrid.”
“The biggest issue is that we
simply don’t know which friend
she is attracted to,” stated ex best

friend of Jessica Dinkarooni.
“Most of us at least fantasize
about dating one person at any
given time so with her it’s like
who is it? Who have you been deceiving this whole time? Which
one of us is going to have to ruin
what they have with her just to
date her for ten months?”
However, speculation on what
exactly organic means did not
stop there.
Students have offered other
definitions ranging from someone who has not had any shots
to simply taking her on a lot of
dates to the woods.
“The problem is the word organic is too vague,” freshman
Henry Stern said.
“I think it means she wants the
relationship to be natural. So
does that mean I have to perform
a mating dance just to ask her
out?”
A petition has been gaining
wide support across to school to
solve the vague choice of words
by Jessica by asking her to clarify
that, if she did intend organic to
mean natural, what type of natural relationship would she want.
“Does she want relationships

like a penguin where they are
together for life and return to
the same Denny’s to mate every
year? Or is she like some spiders,
where she wants to eat the mate
after sex? She could at least clarify if she wants to date for any
reason other than procreation,”
Dinkarooni complained.
Sex Ed teacher Mrs. Thomas
even went so far as to talk to Jessica after hearing about her desire for an organic relationship
in high school.
“Jessica is just confused,” Mrs.
Thomas explained.
“She is just blossoming into a
beautiful young girl and she still
doesn’t completely understand
sex yet. It’s not surprising that
she thinks relationships happen
naturally, without any effort,
and that the stork exists. I told
her she didn’t have to explain
herself but that she probably
won’t feel that way after Sex Ed
next semester. After all, using
effective birth control or making
sure your partner has been tested for an STD needs to be a very
deliberate action,” Mrs. Thomas
concluded.

By EDDIE PISSREX
Neema Smith, a senior on campus, has found herself cordially invited to the University’s ‘Graduates
of Color’ celebration.
The ceremony calls to bring together students of color in order
to celebrate their diverse paths to
graduation.
Except Smith isn’t a student of
color.
Actually, Neema’s parents are both
from the Midwest. The origin of her
name dates back to her parents’ gap
years spent volunteering in Southern Africa.
How did such a thing happen?
How exactly did the University
categorize her as a “Graduate of
Color”?
The confusion may have something to do with her club and campus participation.
Neema has attended regular
meetings at the Student Diversity
Center, but admittedly only for, “the
hotties” that also attended. She also
reports having regularly attended
BSU meetings, but only, “you know,
for the complete liberal arts experience.”
Smith has always had what she
refers to as a “slight speech impedi-

ment.”
Her speech pattern has been associated with Australian, Ghanaian
and Puerto Rican dialects.
She was once denied entry into
a Spanish 101 course because the
professor believed her to be a native
speaker. One might wonder if this
is enough to attract the University’s
attention.
Her impediment has also attracted several confused suitors.
Several foreign exchange students
have reportedly engaged with her in
their local language in hopes of kindling some form of romance.
She reported regular comments
made on the color of her skin, although she attributes any dark tone
to be the cause of regular visits to
local tanning salons.
Smith told The Flail reporters that
she, “just wants to beat the Northwest gloom”, and that, “I have no
intention of being another pale
zombie”.
When Flail reporters questioned
faculty on the issue, several raised
the point that Puget Sound wishes
to increase its diversity.
“Basically, we’ll take anything
with melanin and an accent”, reports Tike Anderson, dean of diversity and marketing.
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Adelphians Spring tour ends tonight in Kilworth
A month-long tour of the region included songs from a wide variety
of cultures and time periods, with a little something for everyone
By KATHRYn sTUTZ
The Adelphian Concert Choir
will perform their Home Concert
at 8 p.m. the evening of March 28,
in Kilworth Memorial Chapel.
Choir Director Dr. Steven Zopfi
described the program as, “kind
of a gamut of stuff,” and explained
that “because we take this concert
out on the road, and we have high
school students that come to our
concerts, we have families that
come to our concerts, we have
choir conductors and serious musicians that come to our concerts,
we like to have a real variety of
things.”
Recently, the Adelphian Concert Choir performed selections
of these pieces at the Northwest
Conference of the American Choral Directors Association, as well
as on their Spring 2014 Tour. They
also had the honor of giving the
world premier of Matthew Emery’s award-wining composition
“Unto Young Eternity,” which will
be part of the fourth set of the
Home Concert.
The program for the Home Concert is broken up into six different
sets, which show the breadth of the
Adelphian Concert Choir’s skill.
The idea, Zopfi explained, is that
“If you don’t like one thing, you
can latch onto something else.”
The first set consists of what
Zopfi described as “sacred songs,
ranging in time from the mid-baroque to just two years ago.”
This includes pieces like Ola
Gjeilo’s “Serenity.” Zopfi called
this work “a beautiful piece with
cello and choir and chords that
don’t resolve with each other, they
kinda overlap and—it’s called
phase music, that’s in phase and
then out of phase.”
The second set is entirely devoted to one piece in six movements,
“In Time of Pestilence,” by American composer Ned Rorem, which
is based on plague poetry from
Elizabethan poet Thomas Nash.
As Zopfi explained, this poetry

was written in “a time when London had lost about a third of its
population, and then Ned Rorem
set them—much later—to music.
And each one of the six movements are little, small vignettes
of a poem, and each one of them
ends with ‘Lord, I am sick, Lord,
have mercy on us.’ It’s kind of intoned, and very, very dissonant.
We haven’t done the entire set yet
[at Puget Sound] so this’ll be the
first time other students and faculty get to hear the entire set together.”
The third set, titled “Other Traditions,” is music from what Zopfi
described as “kind of a hodgepodge of things,” including a Buddhist piece called “Gate, Gate,”
with “snapping fingers and piano,”
as well as a piece by Joan Szymko
called “I Lift My Eyes.” Zopfi said
Szymko’s work is essentially “a
mash-up of Psalm 42, and then
another Buddhist chant that kind
of mixes together.”
This set ends with Paul Caldwell
and Sean Ivory’s “A Hope for
Resolution,” which is written in
a Gospel style, and will include a
violin solo by Linnaea Arnett, who
is also an Adelphian first soprano.
Following the intermission,
Voci d’Amici will perform the
fourth set, which consists of two
pieces that they sang in the Fall
2013 Home Concert: “I Will Run
and Not Grow Weary,” and “Sal’s
Planets.” He said, “We’re kind of
resurrecting these songs for the
tour.”
The penultimate set, entitled
“Love and ?,” starts with University
of British Columbia in Vancouver
student composer Matthew Emery’s piece “Unto Young Eternity,”
which was just awarded a National
Award for Student Composition.
Zopfi said, “It talks about youth
and love and how the two can kind
of entwine together.”
This is followed by a piece of
Guido López Gavilán’s called “Pa
Kin Kin,” which Zopfi described
as “this nonsense piece which is

just highly arrhythmic, highly
charged, just a rhythmic tour-deforce for the choir.”
The concert then ends with a
“traditional set” called “Songs of
the People,” including an arrangement of “Hard Times Come Again
No More” (a popular American
tune from the nineteenth century), an arrangement of “Danny
Boy,” and Joan Szymko’s “It Takes a
Village,” which is written in a West
African style.
The Adelphian Concert Choir’s
Home Concert is the best opportunity for any Puget Sound student to hear the extraordinary
musical talent of our university’s
most talented vocal performance
group.
The Adelphian Concert Choir
will perform their Home Concert
at 8 p.m. on March 28 in Kilworth
Chapel.

Adelphian’s Spring Schedule
Catch one of the last concerts this semester:
March 28—Adelphian Home Concert, Kilworth Chapel, University of Puget Sound, 8:00 p.m.
April 25—Faure Requiem Concert, Schneebeck Concert Hall, University of Puget Sound, 7:30 p.m.
May 18—Baccalaureate Service, 10:00 a.m.

PHOTO COURTESY/LUC SOKOLSKY

A view from the audience: The final performance of the Adelphian’s Spring 2014 tour will take
place in Kilworth Memorial Chapel at 8. Their Winter 2013 concert in Kilworth is pictured above.

Slider Cook-Off brings Tacoma’s
hottest local burgers together
By CAsEY DEY

PHOTO COURTESY/MUSEUMOFGLASS.ORG

Sliders: Tasty samples will be provided by some of Tacoma’s
high-end restaurants in a competition for the best local burger.

Students 21 and older can head
to the Museum of Glass tomorrow
night for fantastic food, great music and a “rockin’ good time.”
Museum of Glass will host its
third annual Slider Cook-Off
on Saturday, Mar. 29 from 6:30
p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
It will be a great and unique opportunity, not only to get some
tasty food, but also to get a flavor
of many favorite local restaurants
and even speak with some of the
chefs about their sliders and restaurants. And the Museum of
Glass is always a unique venue for
any event, as guests receive free
admission to the museum with
their ticket to the cook-off.
The competing restaurants this
year include BITE Restaurant,
Dirty Oscar’s Annex, Lobster Shop
South, Maxwell’s Restaurant &
Lounge, Paesan Kitchen & Bar, Social Bar & Grill and X Group Catering. Narrows Brewing Co. will
provide the beer for the event.
Last year, Boathouse 19 won the
competition with their charbroiled

house-cured
salmon
burger
topped with rhubarb relish, wild
arugula and mint yogurt on grilled
ciabatta bread.
Other concoctions from last
year include Asado’s braised lamb
slider, BITE’s chicken and waffle
slider with bacon aioli, Maxwell’s
“Cubano roulado” pork slider with
mustard and pickle relish, Marrow’s savory beef cheek bulgogi
with crispy tripe and kimchi aioli,
The Social Bar and Grill’s pork
belly slider topped with a quail egg
and sambal chili and Art House
Café’s orange creamsicle spice cake
dessert slider.
Robin Lucas from ShowCase
Media, a judge from last year, said
in an interview on tacoma.com,
“Last year’s slider event was chock
full of savory food, approachable
art, music and cars. It made for a
cultural experience that was exhilarating and engaging all at the
same time.”
“Mystery judges” walk throughout the event, sampling the sliders
amongst the crowd, and tallying
their results at the end. The judges
are special guests invited to attend,

such as important newspaper reporters or local food bloggers.
Daryl and the Diptones, a local
50s rock n’ roll group, will provide
the night’s live music and entertainment. There will also be dancing opportunities throughout the
evening.
Famous food artist John Miller
will conduct live glassblowing in
the hotshop. Well known for creating large glass sculptures of savory
foods such as burgers and doughnuts, Miller has created a name for
himself as a talented and unique
glass artist.
If you need a break from the excitement, the museum has free admission for guests. The Museum’s
current exhibitions are “Coastal
Alchemy,” “Look! See? The Colors
and Letters of Jen Elek and Jeremy Bert,” “Bohemian Boudoir,”
“CAUTION! Fragile. Irish Glass:
Tradition in Transition” and “Irish
Cylinders” by Dale Chihuly ’63
and Seaver Leslie.
Tickets run $30 for Museum of
Glass Members, $35 in advance,
and $40 at the door.
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Film festival brings global cultures to campus
The Sister Cities International Film Festival introduces a variety
of experiences from around the world onto campus through film
We are currently at the end of
the Sister Cities International Film
Festival—a festival that has shown
a film from several of Tacoma’s 12
Sister Cities each week. The Sister
Cities are cities across the globe in
different countries with different
cultures. With them, we share our
arts, our businesses, our lives. The
goal of the Sister Cities is to create
a world that is one.
The Festival has been going on
for 12 years. This year, films from
nine Sister Cities were shown. As
of now, eight have been shown.
The Sister Cities featured this
year were Kitakyushu, Japan; Kiryat-Motzkin, Israel; Biot, France;
Fuzhou, China; Gunsan, South
Korea; Taichung, Taiwan; Alesund, Norway; El Jadida, Morocco
and Cienfuegos, Cuba. Through
the large range of locations, it is
plain to see that the Sister Cities Festival is trying to make the
world small.
In a press release about the festival, the Mayor of Tacoma said that
the festival is “one of the many
ways Tacoma honors its global
partners.” Also in the press release,
it was stated that the festival aims
to “promote cultural and political
diversity, and encourage international exchanges.”
Through festivals such as this
one, we are stepping closer to a
world where respect for other

cultures is common and peace
between countries is how things
always are. With this festival, you
see a glimpse of this other culture,
a glimpse into their worlds. The

films make you think about your
own life, in relation to other cultures and lifestyles. They make
you think about life in general.
I had the pleasure of watching

me, it made me think about how
small the world really is, as my
own family was very much like her
family. Everyone has family problems, no matter what language you
speak, what country you live in,
what continent you are on.
The films present the world as
a place that should be united. The
Festival itself aims to create a unified world—or at least step us in
the right direction. As the press
release about the festival said,
one of the goals is to encourage
international exchange of various
types.
While the internet has made
media from other countries easily available, it is still important to
broaden our knowledge of other
countries’ art forms and lifestyles.
We should want to be diverse in
our knowledge and accept other
cultures.
The Sister Cities International
Film Festival is and always will be
a festival aimed at creating a unified world.
The final film in the Festival
comes from Tacoma’s Sister City
of Cienfuegos, Cuba. Entitled Esther, Somewhere, the film is a tale
of love and friendship in old age
and play; it will be screened in the
Tahoma Room in Commencement
Hall on Thursday, April 3. The
doors open at 6 p.m., when cultural activities will take place, and
the film begins at 7 p.m.

the film from Alesund, Norway,
entitled The Other Side of Sunday.
The film was about a young girl a
small town in Norway and her extremely religious upbringing. For
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By sABinE GLOCKER

Sister Cities: The films participating this year have come from Norway, Morocco, Cuba, and
Israel, just to name a few.

Veronica Mars gets a second wind thanks to Kickstarter
By nOLAn ELLis
“A long time ago, we used to
be friends”: these opening lyrics
might ring familiar to fans of the
cult favorite television show Veronica Mars. Fortunately for long
time supporters like myself, our
favorite characters are back, and
this time on the big screen. Never
have those words seemed more appropriate.

lion in its first 10 hours, shattering
the website’s previous records and
pointing to the strong, dedicated
fan base of the show. After reaching their goal and finishing the
script within the same week, intensive filming began in and around
the greater Los Angeles area. The
film was wrapped in early December and finally hit theaters and on
demand video services on March
14 of this year.
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The series, which ran from 2004
to 2007 followed the life teenage
sleuth Veronica Mars, played by
Kristen Bell, was resurrected in
theaters thanks in large part to the
efforts of a record setting Kickstarter.com fundraising campaign.
Robb Thomas, the original series director, with the assistance of
Bell, managed to raise over $5 million dollars in fan donations in a
mere four week window.
The project, which began on
March 13, 2013 raised over $2 mil-

The film begins with helpful,
albeit brief rundown of the main
events that transpired on the three
seasons of the series. This introduction helps to provide context
for new viewers and serves as a reminder for those who have seen it.
The film begins with Veronica
explaining how she chose to leave
her old life behind and make
changes. She has graduated from
law school and has just been offered a position at a prominent
law firm. Her old life begins to

intrude when her old friend Logan
Echolls, played by series regular
Jason Dohring, calls asking for
help proving his innocence in the
murder case of his pop star girlfriend
Veronica suddenly begins to
find herself struggling to balance
her new life with the temptations
of her past. She is forced to choose
between creating a promising new
life for herself or letting the town
of Neptune drag her slowly back
to into its web of murder and intrigue.
The film’s plot is quick and engaging, the dialogue is equal parts
sharp and witty and the characters, whether they are new or old
to you, truly come alive on the big
screen. If you were a fan of the
show, you will love the film, and
will enjoy seeing how the lives of
these characters have changed and
evolved.
If you have never seen it, you
are still in for a great ride; the film
is a terrific stand alone story, and
will not suffer from a lack of context.
I truly enjoyed everything about
the film, especially the outstanding awkward barroom flirting
cameos from Justin Long, Kyle
Bornheimer and Bell’s real life
husband Dax Sheppard; in my
opinion, this scene alone made the
film worth watching.
If nothing about the film calls
out to you so far, at the very least
you should watch it for its fantastic
music soundtrack. Featured artists
include: Twin Sister, ZZ Ward,
Sufjan Stevens and Emperor X.
Bottom line, if you were a fan
of the show, you need to go watch
the movie today; you will not be
disappointed. If you are new to

Veronica Mars, go watch the film,
and then be prepared to waste the

rest of your semester binge watching all three seasons on Netflix.
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